CenterCard + Center Expense

Real-Time Expensing
It’s easier and more important than ever to monitor your
organization’s expenses, control spend, and report on impact
“We knew we needed a

solution to better manage
tracking our team's
expenses, but we had no
idea how much time we
would save and how easy it
would be to transition to a
new system.“

Amy F, CEO of SeattleBased Non-Profit
Connected Corporate Credit Card 

and User-Friendly Mobile App

Expense Management Software 

with Real-Time Spend Insights

Spend


review


analyze


Make business purchases
with CenterCard® and use
Center’s mobile app to
capture expense details and
receipts on the go.


See employee spend as it
happens, all in one place,
including unsubmitted
expenses. No more
month-end accruals. 


View expenses immediately
across the organization with
live analytics. See top-level
trends or drill down to
analyze all the details. 


Easily turn cards on and off,
and adjust spending limits
with Center’s self-service
admin features.


Improve reporting accuracy
and policy compliance by
automatically auditing 100%
of expenses 


Real-time insights helps
track spend against projets,
analyze operational costs,
and report results.


About Center


Our goal is to help organizations thrive by making the most out of every dollar —and
hour—spent. Center’s integrated corporate card and expense software is a complete
system for managing expenses. Sign up for a demo at getcenter.com/demo.
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The Clarity of Real-Time Data
Get the real-time data your organization needs

to track expenses, control spend, and report on impact
Enable Your Team


Get a handle on staff
expenses and eliminate the
need for reimbursements.

Swipe, Snap, Done


Capture expense details
quickly and accurately with
customizable fields for
programs and projects.

Integrated Audit


Real-Time
Visibility


Set policies,
dynamically route
approvals, and
automatically
audit 100% of
expenses.

See spending as
it happens, even
unsubmitted
expenses, to
eliminate
surprises.

Easy, Immediate Reporting

Share top-line current
department, program, and
project spend with budget
owners and executives. Drill
down to review the details.

AMPLIFY IMPACT with CenterCard + Center Expense
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Stop spending money on expense management software and card fees. 

Sign up for a demo to learn how much you can save at getcenter.com/demo

